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Foreword:
Equality between all in works of art.

Art is a treasure and a summary of minds, but many people possess an art that they
cannot convey to the expert of the rare arts. To facilitate access to artworks, we need
to devise a commercial system that is sophisticated in technology. An unprecedented
symmetry between blockchain and artwork, NFT technology is reshaping and
organizing the art world, making artwork accessible to all interested.
The growing economy in the world market has led to an increase in people's demand
for works of art. Many are now collecting artwork. However, intrinsic flaws in the
traditional commerce market remain unresolved, hampering the masses who want to
trade artworks.
Not everyone can buy artwork. Only art enthusiasts actually plan to own certain or
distinctive pieces of art. However, the dearth of outstanding artwork has pushed prices
at auctions to record levels. Therefore, many people get frustrated with the huge
amount of money, and are deprived of opportunities to enjoy estimating the market
value of artwork.
Many experts find it difficult to distinguish between real and imitation works of art.
Previously, experts distinguished real art pieces by evaluating common practices of
their creators and influential papers, but rapid advances in manufacturing and
publishing technology have made it difficult for professionals to do so, harming the trust
and credibility of the market,” so our team is trying to develop from the security side
more From the marketing side,” since transactions in the art market are complex and
complex in nature, this makes authentication of artworks more difficult.
Finally, most transactions are not transparent. In a traditional art market where
transactions are not visible, neither the seller nor the buyer can obtain all the
information in detail, which of course is only available through third-party agencies.
This renders both sides ineffective during the transaction. Money and artwork have to
pass through the medium several times before they reach the final receivers, which
enables the third party to reap huge profits. Therefore, the technical work is
exaggerated and the market becomes irregular in these processes in one way or
another.
The advent and advances of blockchain technology addresses the most important
issue in human history—trust in equivalent exchanges, thanks to its many advantages
such as “decentralized” data storage, open and transparent information that cannot be
tampered with, data security, and low cost, etc. The application of blockchain
technology in the artwork market is giving birth to a digital revolution in art.
First, the sharing mechanism of the digital economy is integrated into the artwork
market. Blockchain technology is able to give a second life to artworks in the digital
world. This is achieved by mapping the digital content of any art piece onto blockchains
to form unique digital collectibles of asset nature.
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In this case, NFT is the asset entity of the digital content, which effectively enables
value exchange of digital content,
extending the benefits with a wider population, and liberating both the productive
forces and the relations of production in the art industry.

Second, an art market based on trust among machines is established. Information
relating to an artwork such as its source, key details, delivery process and transaction
history will be digitalized and stored in the blockchain-based trading system. Once it is
done, all the information will be immutable and unforgeable, which can effectively
prevent counterfeit artworks and frauds. Underpinned by trust, the art market is more
secure, offering benefits to collectors and other stakeholders from art museums,
galleries, and auction houses.
Third, a transparent and open trading system is created. Blockchain data is visible to
users world-wide and accessible to central management systems and database
catalogs. Every user is the witness to transactions, which ensures high transparency in
the system. Therefore, the art market will be fairer and ever more robust, attracting
more artists, collectors, investors, dealers, and major art institutions.
The rise of NFT is a prime example of the marriage between blockchain and art,
attracting unprecedented public attention. In the foreseeable future, the NFT boom will
continue to grow and transform the way how concepts and values are exchanged
between blockchain and the real world.
In 2020, the overall trading value of NFT tripled, reaching $250 million. In March 2021
alone, the total sales of NFT surpassed $220 million. It is predicted that in the next
decade, 50% of the top 100 artists and artworks in the world will be registered as NFTs.
The flaring NFT trading market is calling for the founding of BLACKNFT , whose
mission is to register world-class artworks as NFTs on-chain and be the ARK Funds
in the NFT space. BLACKNFT ims to build a bridge between top-notch artists and
blockchain and support the growth of native crypto NFT artists. This is the idea behind
BLACKNFT .
An excellent team gathers excellent people. BLACKNFT’s team members come from
world-renowned auction houses such as Christie’s and Sotheby’s who are also active
in the NFT industry.. Their participation will enable us to keep discovering NFT artists
around the world, better empower BLACKNFT , and fuel BLACKNFT’s rise in the
crypto art world.
Registering artworks as NFTs ushers in a new era where traditional artworks are
aligned with crypto technology. It is just the beginning of a splendid chapter with the
founding of BLACKNFT as the prelude. A great journey where “artworks are accessible
for all” has now begun.Our members have rich experience in both traditional and digital
arts.
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1 The Development of NFT

In Economics, fungible assets refer to assets such as currencies, stocks, bonds and
precious metals. Fungible assets are divisible and interchangeable. Assets of the same
nominal value and attributes can be considered the same.
In this sense, they are more of a symbol and assets themselves don't carry much
value. Non-fungible assets, such as houses, cars, furniture, artwork, data assets and
the vast majority of other assets, are neither divisible nor interchangeable. It's rather
obvious that most assets in the real world are non-fungible, such as artwork, video
game items and IDs.
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Mostly known as NFT, "Non-Fungible Token" is a non-fungible asset that is unique and
cannot be split. NFT can be connected to real-world objects.

NFT provides the owner of the native digital assets (assets only exist in or originate
from the digital world) with proof of ownership, which can live outside of a centralized
server or repository.

Fungible Tokens VS Non-fungible Tokens:
5

Convenience
FTs are easy to split and exchange.

Security
Tokens are unique and can be used in a
variety of settings, such as gaming.

Uniformity
FTs of the same type share the same
specifications and all tokens are identical.

Uniqueness
Each NFT is unique.

Fungible Token

Non-Fungible Token

Interchangeability
FTs of the same type are interchangeable
and their value is not affected.

Non-interchangeability
NFTs of the same type are not
interchangeable.

ERC-20/TRC-20
Standards on Ethereum protocol and TRON protocol that
support the launch of OMG, SNC, TRX and other tokens.

ERC-721/TRC-721
New protocols on Ethereum and TRON

Divisibility
FTs can be split into smaller units of equal
value.

Indivisibility
NFTs are indivisible and one token serves as
a basic unit.
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Based on the above-mentioned features, NFT can be used to map assets on-chain and
is also a unique digital collectible itself. Currently, most NFT projects are for digital
collectibles, video game assets and virtual worlds, with well-established ecosystems
and trading platforms. Token minting and trading platforms allow you to easily create
NFT tokens, view NFT contracts and trade NFTs

Mapping Assets Through NFT .

: NFT

smart contracts record data of a project to on the blockchain. This data can either
be those that need to be stored in a decentralized way (e.g. properties that represent
video game assets) or external links to specific resources.

1.2. Value of NFT

.Building a new incremental art market:
As of this March, 2021, the cumulative trading volume of NFT artworks reached
$544 million with the total transaction count exceeding 190k. The NFT industry
continued to thrive in Q1 2021, with significant increase in the number of transactions.
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The volume of transactions, the number of active wallets and the number of traders
compared to the fourth quarter of 2020, including an increase of 2.053% in transaction
volume and a 129% increase in the number of traders.
At the same time, like DeFi, NFT has the potential to be Lego cubes, being able to
integrate with others in the ecosystem. In the world of blockchain, NFT can be
combined with many elements, including lending and gaming. If we can take
advantage of the economic value of NFT, we can ensure stable liquidity. In the real
world, NFT can be combined with some physical assets, such as property, securities,
insurance, and other assets. Not only that, but the access to NFT is also becoming
more and more, where a painting, graffiti or game can act as an NFT. If these assets
can be successfully "NFT-ed", the next market expansion will be astronomical.

. Achieving artwork traceability:
In the traditional market, mistrust often occurs when purchasing a work of art,
such as doubts whether an item is fake or not and can lose its value. And as we know
that in the real world, our judgments are easily influenced by others e.g. Sometimes,
the price of an item can be greatly affected by a comment from a celebrity. Despite this,
7
the NFT is different, once the NFT is registered on the blockchain and the public
offering is complete, all data can be publicly and independently verified. Then, its
authenticity cannot be challenged either. Its authenticity is getting stronger over time.
This ensures that the intellectual property of the artwork is protected, and the goal that
NFT has achieved is automation. Using smart contracts, NFTs empower artists by
allowing them to distribute royalties and protect their intellectual property rights. It
means that, in the blockchain world, NFT protects the copyrights of artists, which
increases the value of NFT artworks. Since NFTs are unique and transferable, one can
use them to prove ownership in case of forgery or infringement. NFT is unique and
therefore safer and more reliable, thus increasing its value.

.NFT revolutionized the traditional fine art trading models
Digital art generally refers to artistic work created using digital technology. Unlike
traditional artwork, digital art is more flexible when it comes to the form of expression.
The original carrier of digital art is data. As the carrier of digital art, data can be easily
replicated and spread but lacks asset property. This leads to the biggest difference
between digital art and traditional art business models: when it comes to traditional fine
art, one can trade the actual artwork, whereas it is difficult to trade the physical digital
artwork.
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The way in which digital artworks are distributed also leads to copyright issues, as the
copyright information is easily lost in the process of dissemination. Sometimes users
and art lovers can't find the proper way to pay for artwork when they want to. Moreover,
digital artworks are circulated internationally. It may be difficult for traditional institutions
to provide a marketplace for such trading.

NFT can serve as a transactional ‘entity' for digital art by mapping the file of a certain
digital artwork, making it a perfect digital art carrier. In today's market, we are seeing
NFT being combined with digital art, creating a new business model where NFT is
traded as the digital artwork itself. In such trading, NFT is not only traded as copyright
or ownership, but also serves as a unique link between the artist and the collector. NFT
is what the artist acknowledges to be the essence of his work.
In the past, an artist was only paid once when his work was sold by him for the first
time. When his work changed hands again and was sold for an exorbitant price, the
artist couldn't benefit from it. NFT has changed the situation by offering digital artists
the special right to profit from their work when it is sold for the second time.

1.3 NFT NEW
1.3.1 Innovative circulation, collecting,earnings,
use and flexibility
NFT has scarcity and asset property. NFT becomes a digital collectible as it
maps the data. As with traditional collectibles, people collect for passion, social needs,
cultural identity and investment purposes. Collectors are often able to reach a
consensus within the same culture circle and are willing to pay a lot more than what
non-collectors can imagine for a rare collectible. This phenomenon is no news in many
culture industries (e.g. fan economy and audiophiles), and the NFT crypto- collectibles
market is no exception.
Thanks to blockchain's open data and token's programmable asset nature, NFT
collectibles enjoy a well-established, transparent, reliable and cost-effective secondary
market. The market allows users to trade and transfer NFT collectibles conveniently
and auction their collectibles at a fraction of the cost. NFT collectibles have an
advantage over traditional collectibles in trading and circulation, which can help to keep
the market active.
Some NFT collectibles are sold in mystery boxes, which stimulates circulation and
increases their prices. Having been proven by the market to be an effective way to
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1.3.2 Culture: Always more followers, the more interested in this
project:
NFT has a rarity and proprietary assets. The NFT becomes a collectible digital
string as it plots the data. As with traditional collectibles, people come together for
hobby, social needs, cultural identity, and investment purposes. Collectors are often
able to reach a consensus within the same cultural circle and are willing to pay much
more than non-collectors can imagine for rare collectibles.

This phenomenon is not new in many cultural industries (such as the fan economy and
football fans), and the NFT cryptocurrency market is no exception. With the open data
and programmable nature of the asset token, NFT Holdings has a well-established
secondary market that is transparent, reliable, cost-effective and deployable. The
marketplace allows users to easily transfer and trade NFT holdings and auction their
own for a small discount. NFT holdings have an advantage over traditional trading and
trading holdings. After the market has proven to be an effective way to stimulate desire
and purchases from users, this business model can stimulate market trading. For
example, with NBA Top Shot Packs, users have the opportunity to acquire rare
collectibles worth millions of dollars, the biggest difference from traditional collectibles
is that some, in the gaming context, NFT is more than just a collectible. It can be used
in the game and has value in the virtual world. Second, since blockchain data is
transparent and reliable, different applications can work together to display NFT
holdings. For example, in the virtual world of Cryptovoxels, users can view the NFT
businesses they own.

1.3.3 Policy: Blockchain technology has undoubtedly a more high
ground in global competition:
President Bukele made the announcement following an event promoting Bitcoin
in the country, and said it would be financed by government bonds that would be
issued next year. He said construction would begin within two months of the bonds
being issued. Although the majority of sovereigns across the world are cautious about
cryptocurrencies, most of them still support the application of blockchain technology.
Blockchain technology is becoming a new high ground in global competition as AI, the
Internet of Things and cloud computing once was.
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2.Roadmap of NFTBLACK

● Enrich the businesses circulation of NFTBLACK
In order to form NFTBLACK and expand the circle of investors and enrich its
business, we will encourage investors and supporters for their right to obtain bilateral
privileges, since NFTBLACK does not deny everyone who encouraged and developed
this project, even if by one word. NFTBLACK will later reveal the supporting celebrities
who would like to appear after the launch of the project. It will be a surprise to all the
supporters because they deserve it. NFTBLACK prepares small, medium and large
rewards for everyone who really deserves it. NFTBLACK thanks each and every one
of her members and NFTBLACK certainly allows her community to participate in the
business ecosystem and benefit from all the courses later.

● Infrastructure development of the NFT ecosystem
At first glance, NFTBLACK looks similar to other NFT market Dependent on
bridge property, mediation and deductions, but there are some characteristics that
distinguish NFTBLACK from others. Example: If you already have an account with
NFTBLACK, you can easily link it to your wallet using the Wallet Connect feature, as
this feature saves you the burden of copying and pasting addresses when transferring
digital assets between the two. You can also use your Gmail account to sign up for the
Store through tKey. And if you lose access to your wallet, you can get it back in two of
the following three ways: By logging into your Gmail account using your personal
device using the account password you chose during account creation Keeping your
private keys secure is a big responsibility, and Then using tKey can help you. These
two characteristics make NFTBLACK very easy for people who do not have much
experience in dealing with buying and selling NFT and help them get started right
away.

● Securing exchange keys and digital confirmations globally and achieve a
modern circulation of NFT
There are many distinct events that will occur and we will not announce all of them in
the white paper, in order to avoid the processes of imitation, copying and pasting.
Because it will be unique projects like never before, and surprises will start from 1 to 10
to holders of tokens NFTBLACK.
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Achieving strong NFT distribution, NFTBLACK will list its token - BNFT on leading
exchanges and conduct rapid promotion in the communities to allow more users to
enjoy the benefits of NFTBLACK‘s growth. It will also use voting and mining as a
means of facilitating pluralistic democratic governance. Use cases for NFT include:
Governance code: BNFT holders will have the right to decide on the management of
NFTBLACK collections, potential acquisition, distribution on the series and display of
artwork, as well as the right to decide on exhibits, manner and duration of exhibitions in
the cyberpunk virtual museum ; Airdrop and DeFi Mining: BNFT token will participate in
the growth of DeFi ecosystems such as those of Ethereum and BSC, and will also
partner with HECO and TRON to launch DeFi airdrop and mining; Democratic Voting:
BNFT holders have the right to vote on the future direction of collections, including but
not limited to the style, genre, age, author, and format of artwork, approval of method
and amount of support provided; Online Governance Rewards: NFT will be used to
reward BTC, ETH , BNB and ADA holders.

3.The capabilities available on NFTBLACK
● latest technology
Achieving strong NFT distribution, NFTBLACK will list its token - BNFT on leading
exchanges and conduct rapid promotion in the communities to allow more users to
enjoy the benefits of NFTBLACK's growth. It will also use voting and mining as a
means of facilitating pluralistic democratic governance. Use cases for NFT include:
Governance code: BNFT holders will have the right to decide on the management of
NFTBLACK collections, potential acquisition, distribution on the series and display of
artwork, as well as the right to decide on exhibits, manner and duration of exhibitions in
the cyberpunk virtual museum ; Airdrop and DeFi Mining: BNFT token will participate in
the growth of DeFi ecosystems such as those of Ethereum and BSC, and will also
partner with HECO and TRON to launch DeFi airdrop and more; Democratic Voting:
BNFT holders have the right to vote on the future direction of collections, including but
not limited to the style, genre, age, author, and format of artwork, approval of method
and amount of support provided; Online Governance Rewards: NFT will be used to
reward BTC, ETH and ADA holders.
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● financial investments

NFTBLACK‘s first collections include: Princess of Lights, River Lung by Simone
H, Galli goats by Ralf Hanssen, Pacific Ocean and Four Other Series by Maya and
cipher artist Henrich and the complete NFT collection JAPAN by cipher artist Paul, for a
total value of more than From 1.2 million euros. We will only show two of them.

● An expanding partnership

NFTBLACK We will not lie and we will not say that we have partnerships with the
most powerful international companies. We are still beginners and we follow step by
step side by side with our dear fans and we hope to grow and develop like all honest
and transparent companies. Then NFTBLACK its door is open to all small investors
and big investors. We will strive to be among the first thanks to sincerity, honesty,
effort and perseverance in work. We will translate all these words into actions. This is
what the public wants from us. So we will come.

● Giving opportunities to everyone

NFTBLACK does not say that it will give a chance to everyone, because the
origin of the project is to give a chance to everyone, it is not a coincidence because the
fans are the ones who actually gave a chance to NFTBLACK, this is that, this episode
that may start small but will expand, because the fans are already the ones who control
the tokens.
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4 NFTBLACK Ecosystem

4.1 Contract tuning
To fulfill the core functions and solve key problems (such as addressing liquidity,
centralized valuation, and counterfeiting) in the existing art market, NFTBLACK will
create multiple nodes including artworks, artists, community, panel of experts, and
blockchain analysts. Each knot, whether internal or external, has its own signature and
unique logo. Together we can achieve all these goals of NFTBLACK, which is to
register world-class artworks like NFTs on the Blockchain.
4.2 Artistes and creations
NFTBLACK will help connect active artworks and artists with the click of a button,
injecting new values into classic pieces of art.

4.3 Volunteer expertise
The committee is composed of first-class artists, art-lovers, community entrepreneurs,
and evaluation experts in particular, who are able to evaluate artworks, research
series, track originality, and issue evaluation reports.

4.4 Activists and fans
NFTBLACK supports encoding artworks and artists. The ownership and sources of
the artworks will be confirmed on the blockchain, where users can also trade them.
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4.5 Strong Support

As an organization, NFTBLACK not only boils down to registering businesses as
on-chain NFTs, but also sees supporters and related organizations as its priority. And
organized support is its engine.

5. About NFTBLACK
●

Value

The total number of NFTBLACK (BNFT)tokens is: 490000000000000000 This
large number has no actual value when created, but after investing it and inserting it
into digital art projects and including it in NFT,s transactions, this will not only give it the
actual value, but also its value will increase when profits and negative returns are
distributed to coin holders by a degree First, there will always be gifts for sellers and
buyers and their value will increase when the supporting celebrities come out in public.
As for the burning of the coin, it will start from 20,000 holders, and there will be a
referendum each time, and the team will decide on the possibilities for burning before
the referendum.

Vision
NFTBLACK was officially recognized on November 22, 2021. Its founder is
Anna Hanssen, and her three assistants are Simone, Hadmi, and Paul. The team will
be in public and direct contacts via Skype, TIKTOK and YouTube as soon as possible.
In the blockchain industry there are three main use cases, value exchange,
communication and record keeping. The unique NFT fits all three use cases. It is not
only a hot trend in the blockchain industry, but also a crucial element that is very likely
to revolutionize the industry and generate new technology. As a blockchain enterprise,
NFTBLACK will invest in the promotion of artwork and the improvement of traditional
and digital art through its activity in technology, market, industry and communications
research, with the aim of diversifying the use cases of the blockchain.
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●

Project

NFTBLACK will not rely only on its NFT market to promote the currency, but there
will be actual programs, of which we will name only two and will hide three, the first is
to organize conferences for celebrities supporting the project to enhance confidence
and increase the value of the currency, the second is to share the profits of advertising
revenues for conferences, equally with the coin holders. Let every supporter know that
we thank with deeds those who support us and extend their hand to us. There are
many real surprises.

6 NFTBLACK TEAM
●

Nftblack chairman:Anna.Hansen

As mentioned above, NFTBLACK was founded by Technician in Marketing
Anna.Hanssen and Associates, in Berlin. Our team seeks to expand the circle of
partners with investors and distinguished artists who are accurately recognized by
digital and traditional art enthusiasts and the originality of their works, to build a unique
confidence in the world of NFT.

1.

Supporters

NFTBLACK is a family company, its president is Anna Hansen, and it is run by the
remaining assistants from the family members. This means that the company is also
ready to receive technical colleagues from abroad when needed. We believe that the
expansion of the partnership with qualified experts and technicians is one of the
reasons for success and continuity.
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7 NFTBLACK,s collection
Although the paintings are not popular, they were successfully selected and purchased
by the team

● Simon Hansen 1988., painter. divorced woman . The painting is inspired by a
fictional story of the Princess of the North,1988. when she fell ill days before her
death, there are those who said that the princess became much more beautiful
after her illness, and there are those who said that she became ugly. The
painting looks simple at first sight, but it looks exciting and rare.
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● Henrich with , 1946 Dam of love The picture belongs to the grandfather of the
owner of the picture, he says when I was young I was forced to leave my beloved
because of the war, and he says that he suffered a lot before he met her and she
meets him after he became old and she is old, but they are still loyal to each
other after that whole period.

● Simone,Hansen,1986 my Cat
She tells us her story: While I was looking at my cat after birth, I feared that this would
be my last cat, before we left from the farm to the loft in the modern town.
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8 NFTBLACK,s Governance Token

● Definition of NFT
NFT, as the only token issued by BLACKNFT, is the governance token for the
BLACKNFT ecosystem. NFT holders participate in the governance of BLACKNFT by
holding NFT tokens. (Note that the token is under development with the strength of our
determination and determination to succeed).

● Reward mechanism of NFT

Users can get NFT incentives by participating in cash-drops and BNB mining
16

Users can earn NFT token rewards through governance activities in the BLACKNFT
system.
There are also activity bonuses
BTC, ETH, DOGE, TRX, LTC, BNB, and ADA holders can participate in governance
activities in the BLACKNFT system to earn NFT token rewards.
NFT tokens are distributed via airdrops and decentralized mining. To get NFT
tokens, users can share BTC, ETH, DOGE, TRX, LTC, BNB, ADA, etc. to receive NFT
airdrop and rewards.

● Allocation of BLACKNFT

Token name: BNFT
Core Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain
Protocol Standard: BSC20
Release date: October 16, 2021
Issue platforms: Leading cryptocurrency exchanges like —Total planned supply: 490,000,000,000,000 NFT
Initial issue price: 0.0000009 USD
Token allocation: Artist partners, 30%; DeFi, airdrops and mining, 19%; NFT
15% team; Initial exchange list, 2%; NFT procurement business, 15%; Partnerships
10%. 9% holder Rewards.
18
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9 Rest of the Information

Website: https://nftblack.net
Email:answerme@nftblack.net
Blockchain explorer:https://bscscan.com

10 DISCLAIMERS

PLEASE READ THESE SECTIONS TAKING DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY NO
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS AND
WARRANTIES BY YOU NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF
PERSONS NO ADVICE NO MORE of information or update”, “Restrictions on
Distribution and Publication”, “No Securities Offering or Registration” and “Risks and
Uncertainties” with care. If you are in any doubt as to the action you should take, you
should consult legal counsel(s) or financial, tax or other professional advisors.
NFT is not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This white paper does
not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any kind and is not intended to
constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any
jurisdiction. This white paper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any
advice to sell, or any solicitation of any offer by the distributor/seller of NFT
("Distributor") to purchase any NFT nor may or any part of it and the fact of its offering
shall not form the basis of any An investment contract or decision that you can rely on
or in connection with it. No person shall enter into any legally binding contract or
obligation in connection with the sale and purchase of NFT nor shall any
cryptocurrency or other form of payment be accepted on the basis of this White Paper.
No regulatory authority has reviewed or approved any of the information in this white
paper. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory
requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution, or publication of
this White Paper does not imply compliance with applicable laws, regulatory
requirements, or rules.
The business and operations of NFTBLACK and NFT (all described in this white
paper) are subject to uncertainties and risks.
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This White Paper, any part thereof and any copy thereof must not be taken or
transmitted to any country where distribution or dissemination of this White Paper is
prohibited or restricted.
No part of this White Paper is to be reproduced, distributed or disseminated without
including this section and the following sections entitled "Disclaimer of Liability", "No
Representations and Warranties", "Representations and Warranties By You",
"Cautionary Note On Forward-Looking Statements", "Market and Industry Information
and No Consent of Other Persons", "Terms Used", "No Advice", "No Further
Information or Update", "Restrictions On Distribution and Dissemination", "No Offer of
Securities Or Registration" and "Risks and Uncertainties".
1.DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY. To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable
laws, regulations and rules, NFTBLACK shall not be liable for any indirect, special,
incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise
(including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data),
arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this White Paper
or any part thereof by you.
● NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. NFTBLACK does not make or
purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or
undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any
representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy and
completeness of any of the information set out in this White Paper.
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● .REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY YOU. By accessing and/or
accepting possession of any information in this White Paper or such part thereof
(as the case may be), you represent and warrant to BLACKNFT as follows:
● you agree and acknowledge that the NFT do not constitute securities in any form
in any jurisdiction;
● you agree and acknowledge that this White Paper does not constitute a
prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer
of securities in any jurisdiction or a solicitation for investment in securities and
you are not bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment and no
cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this
White Paper;
● you agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or
approved of the information set out in this White Paper, no action has been or will
be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and
the publication, distribution or dissemination of this White Paper to you does not
imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been
complied with;
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1. you agree and acknowledge that the promise and/or completion of this White
Paper, or future trading of NFT on any cryptocurrency exchange, shall not be
deemed by you to indicate the value of NFTBLACK, NFT (all as referenced in this
White Paper);
2. the distribution or dissemination of this White Paper, any part thereof or any copy
thereof, or acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the
applicable laws, regulations or rules in your jurisdiction, and where any
restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you have observed and
complied with all such restrictions at your own expense and without liability to
NFTBLACK;
3. you have a basic degree of understanding of the operation, functionality, usage,
storage, transmission mechanisms and other material characteristics of
cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets or
other related token storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart
contract technology;
4. you agree and acknowledge that neither NFTBLACK nor the distributor shall be
liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other damages in tort,
contract or otherwise (including, without limitation, loss of revenue, income or
profits, and loss of use or data) arising out of or in connection with your
acceptance of or reliance on this white paper or any part thereof; and
5. all of the above representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and
not misleading from the time you obtain and/or accept this white paper or part
thereof.
2. CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS.
All statements contained in this White Paper, statements made in press releases or in
any place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by
NFTBLACK or their respective directors, executive officers or employees acting on
behalf of NFTBLACK (as the case may be), that are not statements of historical fact,
constitute "forward-looking statements".
Some of these statements can be identified by forward-looking terms such as "qiui",
"could ", "rot", "sid", "uker", "zott", "noteworthy ", "pop", "giorg", "yes", "jon", "fit", "just ",
"trut", "don", "world", "limonade" or other similar terms. However, these terms are not
the exclusive means of identifying

forward-looking statements. All statements regarding NFTBLACK’s financial position,
business strategies, plans and prospects and the future prospects of the industry which
NFTBLACK is in are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements,
including but not limited to statements as to NFTBLACK revenue and profitability,
prospects, future plans, other expected industry trends and other matters discussed in
this White Paper regarding NFTBLACK are matters that are not historic facts, but only
predictions. These forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual future results, performance or
achievements of NFTBLACK to be materially different from any future results,
performance or achievements expected, expressed or implied by such forward-looking
statements. These factors include, amongst others:
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● changes in political, social, economic and stock or cryptocurrency market
conditions, and the regulatory environment in the countries in which NFTBLACK
conducts its respective businesses and operations;

● the risk that NFTBLACK may be unable to execute or implement their respective
business strategies and future plans;
● changes in interest rates and exchange rates of fiat currencies and
cryptocurrencies;
● changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of
NFTBLACK ;
● changes in availability and fees paid to distributors in relation to NFTBLACK's
respective business and operations;
● changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required by
NFTBLACK to operate their respective businesses and operations;
● changes in preferences of customers of NFTBLACK;
● changes in competitive conditions under which NFTBLACK operate, and the
ability of NFTBLACK to compete under such conditions;
● changes in the future capital needs of NFTBLACK and the availability of
financing and capital to fund such needs;
● war or acts of international or domestic terrorism;
● occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters and acts of God that affect
the businesses and/or operations of NFTBLACK;
● other factors beyond the control of NFTBLACK; and any risks and uncertainties
associated with NFTBLACK and its business and operations, NFT (all referred to
in the White Paper).
All forward-looking statements made by or attributable to BLACKNFT are expressly
qualified by these factors.
Given that risks and uncertainties that may cause the actual future results,
performance or achievements of BLACKNFT to be materially different from that
expected, expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements in this White Paper,
undue reliance must not be placed on these statements.
These forward-looking statements are applicable only as of the date of this White
Paper.
NFTBLACK does not represent, warrant and/or guarantee that NFTBLACK's actual
future results, performance or achievements will be consistent with those discussed in
these forward-looking statements. NFTBLACK's actual results, performance or
achievements may differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking
statements. NFTBLACK's actual results, performance or achievements may differ
materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements.
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Nothing contained in this White Paper is or may be relied upon as a promise,
representation or undertaking as to the future performance or policies of NFTBLACK.
Further, NFTBLACK disclaims any responsibility to update any of those forwardlooking statements or publicly announce any revisions to those forward-looking
statements to reflect future developments, events or circumstances, even if new
information becomes available or other events occur in the future.
3. MARKET AND INDUSTRY INFORMATION. This White Paper includes market and
industry information and forecasts that have been obtained from internal surveys,
reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as market research, publicly available
information and industry publications. Such surveys, reports, studies, market research,
publicly available information and publications generally state that the information that
they contain has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there can be
no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such included information. No
person, other than the directors, officers and employees of NFTBLACK, has consented
to the inclusion in this White Paper of his or her name and/or other relevant information
attributed or deemed to be attributed to such person and no representation, warranty or
undertaking is made or claimed to be made by such person as to the accuracy or
completeness of such information, and such person is under no obligation to provide
any updated information. While NFTBLACK have taken reasonable actions to ensure
that the information is extracted accurately and in its proper context, NFTBLACK have
not conducted any independent review of the information extracted from third party
sources, verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or ascertained the
underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein. During this period, NFTBLACK
has not conducted any independent review of information extracted from third party
sources, nor has it verified the accuracy or completeness of such information or
determined the underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein. Accordingly,
none of BLACKNFT’'s directors, officers or employees acting on their behalf make any
representations or warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of such information,
nor are they obligated to provide any updates to such information.
4. TERMS USED. In order to facilitate a better understanding of the BLACKNFT tokens
purchased, and the business and operations of NFTBLACK, certain technical terms
and abbreviations are used in this White Paper and, in some cases, their descriptions.
These descriptions and designations should not be taken as definitive in their meaning
and may not conform to standard industry meanings or usage.
5. NO ADVICE. None of the information in this White Paper should be construed as
commercial, legal, financial or tax advice in relation to NFTBLACK, NFT (each as
referred to in the White Paper). You should consult your legal, financial, tax or other
professional advisers about NFTBLACK and its respective business and operations,
NFT (as referred to in the White Paper). You should be aware that you may be required
to bear the financial risk of any NFTBLACK tokens for an indefinite period of time.
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6. NO FURTHER INFORMATION OR UPDATE. No person has been or is authorized
to give any information or representation not contained in this White Paper in
connection with NFTBLACK and their respective businesses and operations, the NFT,
and, if given, such information or representation must not be relied upon as having
been authorized by or on behalf of NFTBLACK.

The Token Sale (as referred to in the White Paper) shall not, under any circumstances,
constitute a continuing representation or create any suggestion or implication that there
has been no change, or development reasonably likely to involve a material change in
the affairs, conditions and prospects of NFTBLACK or in any statement of fact or
information contained in this White Paper since the date hereof.

7. RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION. The distribution or
dissemination of this White Paper or any part thereof may be
prohibited or restricted by the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any
jurisdiction. In the case where any restriction applies, you are to inform yourself about,
and to observe, any restrictions which are applicable to your possession of this White
Paper or such part thereof (as the case may be) at your own expense and without
liability to NFTBLACK . Persons to whom a copy of this White Paper has been
distributed or disseminated, provided access to or who otherwise have the White Paper
in their possession shall not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or otherwise
distribute this White Paper or any information contained herein for any purpose
whatsoever nor permit or cause the same to occur.
8. NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION. This White Paper does not
constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute
an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction. No
person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment and no
cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this White
Paper. Any agreement in relation to any sale and purchase of NFT (as referred to in
this White Paper) is to be governed by only the Terms of such agreement and no other
document. In the event of any inconsistency between the Terms and this White Paper,
this White Paper shall prevail. No such action has been or will be taken by us under the
laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution
or dissemination of this white paper does not imply compliance with applicable laws,
regulatory requirements or rules.
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9. RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES. Prospective purchasers of NFT (as referred to in this
White Paper) should carefully consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties
associated with NFTBLACK's business and operations, NFT (each as referred to in the
White Paper), all information set out in this White Paper and the Terms prior to any
purchase of NFT. If any of such risks and uncertainties develops into actual events, the
business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects of BLACKNFT could
be materially and adversely affected. In such cases, you may lose all or part of the
value of the NFT.(As included in the terms and conditions).

Blacknft
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